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**Issue**
The focus of most measures of marketing’s impact on sales is “short term.” This focus may bias return-on-investment calculations for marketing activities that have both short- and long-term impact, as it takes into account the complete expenditure but only a portion of the impact. This is an important consideration, as there is evidence that advertising has both short- and long-term impact while other marketing tactics (such as price promotions) have only short-term effects. Measurement and analyses that consider only short-term impact may put advertising at an unrealistic disadvantage when allocating marketing resources to maximize long-run profitability.

**Objectives**
The Long-term Project was undertaken by MASB to help improve fact-based marketing resource allocation through better understanding of the short- and long-term impact of advertising. Included in the Project and this paper are: 1) review of the literature as to what is known about the short- and long-term impact, 2) illustration of the findings with practitioner examples and 3) clear direction for business application and improving financial return.

**Pervasiveness of the Issue**
The majority of marketing analyses address only short-term impact, with “short term” defined as the current budget or planning period (usually a quarter or a year). For the consumer-packaged-goods industry, results of these analyses have caused marketers to shift spending to programs closer and closer to the point of purchase, primarily at retail. This shift in marketing strategy can be seen in the growth of trade promotion budgets at the expense of programs with impact that accrues over time, like advertising.

**About the Author**
Dominique Hanssens is the Bud Knapp Professor of Marketing at the UCLA Anderson School of Management, a founding Director of the MASB, and a widely recognized authority on marketing strategy and effectiveness of marketing efforts. He served as Executive Director of Marketing Science Institute (2005–2007).

Dr Hanssens has published several books and over 50 journal articles on marketing strategy, in particular the assessment of long-term impact of marketing activities. He serves or has served as area editor for Marketing Science and associate editor for Journal of Marketing Research and Management Science. He was elected a Fellow of the INFORMS Society for Marketing Science in 2010.

Professor Hanssens has been a consultant to major companies around the world and is a co-founder of MarketShare, a global marketing analytics firm headquartered in Los Angeles.

Dr Hanssens holds a Licentiate in Applied Economics from the University of Antwerp, and Master’s and PhD degrees in Management from Purdue University.
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There are six main factors that determine how advertising’s long-term impact builds up (Dekimpe and Hanssens, 1995). The first three involve consumer response to the advertising and the product. The second three factors involve corporate behavior:

**Consumer Response**

1. **Immediate Effects**
   - The immediate consumer response to advertising
2. **Carry-over Effects**
   - Delayed buyer response
3. **Purchase Reinforcement**
   - Repeat-buying as a result of the initial, advertising-induced purchase.

**Corporate Behavior**

4. **Feedback Effect**
   - Influence of the initial sales lift on subsequent advertising spending
5. **Decision Rules**
   - Effect of advertising spending on other parts of the marketing mix
6. **Competitive Reactions**
   - Can be share stealing or category expanding

Producing a short-term consumer response to the advertising is important: without it there is no longer term impact, and with it comes double the effects over a longer period of time (Lodish et al, 1995; Hu et al, 2007).

Corporate behavior and business practices are also important and can result in over five times stronger and longer lasting impact than from consumer response alone (Pauwels, 2004).

For each of the six factors, we’ll provide a definition, look at the key metrics used to assess them, available analytics, and the processes within the marketing area (or across the company) which should be targeted. We’ll also summarize the key learning, using practitioner examples for illustrative purposes and conclude with implications for practitioner action.

We hope this paper will provide a better understanding of the short- and long-term impact of advertising and the knowledge necessary to improve fact-based marketing resource allocations across brands, marketing strategies, and time.

**CONSUMER RESPONSE**

**Factor 1: Immediate Effects**

Immediate consumer response to advertising is the focus of most advertising research. As we will see later in the section called “Key Findings Based on Consumer Response,” this factor is a necessary long-term building block, because immediate responses are essential for the creation of long-term impact.
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Factor 2: Carry-over Effects
Carry-over effects reflect a delayed buyer response to advertising. Carry-over is not fundamentally different from immediate response; it is simply the result of “letting the dust settle”—a time shift in impact.

Factors 1 & 2 = Short-term Lift
If you add immediate and carryover effects, you get what we will refer to as total short-term lift. Beyond their definitions, the remainder of the discussion on Factors 1 and 2 is combined, because the distinction is simply between immediate effects and those that occur one or two months later.

Short-term impact is observed through a lift in a performance metric that is known to be financially relevant (e.g., market share, unit sales, leads, etc.). The analytics used are market-response models and controlled experiments.

The processes targeted for achieving short-term lifts from advertising are pre-market testing and review of advertising activity with tangible action. Process implications involve the effects of the advertising:

- Shift resources towards marketing that provides a tangible lift
- Discontinue unproductive marketing

Factor 3: Purchase Reinforcement
Purchase reinforcement refers to repeat buying as a result of the initial, advertising-induced purchase (i.e., experience with the product or service). It is equivalent to “customer retention” in relationship businesses. It can also build through word-of-mouth. If customers have a good experience with the product, its long-term potential increases.

If the consumer has a negative experience with the brand (that is, there is no purchase reinforcement), the short-term effect of the advertising will not materialize into long-term impact.

The metric used to measure purchase reinforcement is improvement in a reinforcement variable (e.g., repeat-purchase rate, retention rate, customer referrals, or customer satisfaction). Analytics involve monitoring the metric in controlled experiments or dynamic market-response models.

The process is simple: periodic monitoring with diagnostic action when needed. For example, you suddenly see your brand’s normal repeat rates decline. Why? At this point a red flag should be raised, and the brand group should immediately work to correct the problem.

Key Findings & Examples

Consumer Response Factors

Persuasive advertising produces an immediate impact
Numerous industry studies have shown that persuasive advertising (that is, advertising that causes a positive shift in brand preference/choice) produces an immediate market place impact. In the Journal of Advertising Research classic article, “An Empirical Investigation of Advertising Wearin and Wearout,” Blair (1987) wrote: “Effective delivery of advertising occurs much faster . . . than has been indicated through traditional (consumer) tracking measurements.”
Based on his STAS (Short-Term Advertising Strength) research in the mid-1990s, John Philip Jones found that “advertising can have an immediate and short-term (seven-day) influence on sales” (Jones, 1995b). Information Resources Inc. (IRI) has reported similar findings: “When a particular advertising weight or copy is effective, it works relatively rapidly” (Abraham and Lodish, 1990).

Exhibit 1 is an Oscar Mayer Lunchables example of this finding. At the time the Lunchables case study took place, Oscar Mayer tested each of the brand’s TV ads before airing (using the ARS brand preference/choice methodology), and then examined its impact after airing. An ad called “Bad Week” achieved an APM Fact above +8.0, the highest score ever achieved by the brand—a huge accomplishment in a category where the brand already dominated the market. Sales volume for the first 12 weeks the ad aired was 48 percent higher than that observed during the previous year.

Note: APM Facts is the ARS Persuasion Measure for ads that actually air (versus the same methodology used at other stages of the marketing process).

At the time, Category Information Manager Bill Bean stated: “Subsequent sales decomposition modeling revealed that ‘Bad Week’ accounted for 15 percent of the total Lunchables volume, the largest incremental sales increase Oscar Mayer and A.C. Nielsen had ever seen from television advertising!” (Bean, 1995).

**Without this short-term impact, there is no long-term impact**

Consistently, it has been found that a short-term impact on consumer purchasing (sales) is a prerequisite for a long-term effect. IRI’s “How Advertising Works” study found that “if advertising (does not) show an effect in six months, then (it) will not have any impact, even if continued for a year” (Abraham and Lodish, 1990). In a follow-up study nearly two decades later, IRI’s earlier conclusion was confirmed: “If the . . . advertising does not work the first year, it will not have any long-term impact” (Hu et al, 2007).

Likewise, Jones STAS research “rejects the possibility of a ‘sleeper’ effect—the supposed
build-up... which does not work immediately and only causes sales to rise after a prolonged period of media exposure" (Jones, 1995a).

The size and duration of the impact are determined primarily by the persuasiveness of the ad (message), along with effective delivery (media) and purchase reinforcement (product). The influence of the product on market impact is illustrated by a case study for Starkist “Tuna in a Pouch.” In September 2000, the tuna industry was stagnant and had become a price-based commodity. The “no drain” vacuum-sealed foil pouch was the biggest innovation to the category since canned tuna was introduced in the 1920s.

The product was tested by BASES (Nielsen’s new product forecasting service) to determine purchase reinforcement after product use. Results showed a purchase intent of 90 percent after product trial (even higher than the 74 percent interest based on product concept), indicating that consumers were likely to buy the product again (Exhibit 2).

The size and duration of advertising’s short-term impact is illustrated in a Campbell’s Prego Spaghetti Sauce case study (Exhibit 3). The more persuasive the message, the higher and longer the impact.
The relative contribution of media weight and persuasiveness of the message across more than 100 cases and over a business quarter is shown in Exhibit 4. While there would be no impact at all without media delivery, the persuasive power of the ad accounts for most of the overall variation in market impact (as derived independently by marketing mix modelers).

As shown in Exhibit 5, an ad’s persuasive power works quickly, with diminishing returns, wearing out in the process. Both occur in a predictable fashion given GRPs, indicating how fast effective delivery is achieved, when/where to look for the market impact, and when to refresh with new executions.

The short-term impact of advertising is doubled over the longer term. IRI’s BehaviorScan Tests highlight the long-term effects of advertising: “(When) advertising works in the short term (year 1), its impacts are doubled over the next 2 years” (Lodish et al, 1995; Hu et al, 2007). The results of the 1995 and
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2007 studies are combined in Exhibit 6. While the results showed no change in impact for unproductive ads (p > 0.2), persuasive advertising’s effects more than doubled in the longer term. Even when all the ads (both productive and unproductive) are considered in total, profit more than triples over the long haul ($0.56 million for year 1, versus $1.85 million by the end of year 3).

**BSCAN Split-Cable Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Average elasticity</th>
<th>Short-term (1-year) impact</th>
<th>Long-term (3-year) impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Persuasive) advertising p ≤ 0.2</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other p &gt; 0.2</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Chart shows combined results from before 1995 and after 1995, weighted for sample size.
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**Exhibit 6** | The short-term impact of advertising is doubled in years 2 and 3

**Exhibit 7** | Wearout (reversion to the mean) and sustained advertising activity

Given competitive markets, reversion to the mean in net positive results is the rule (lift is temporary). In competitive markets, ad wearout and reversion to the mean are the rule, requiring sustained advertising activity to maintain net positive impact, as illustrated by the Campbell’s Prego case study in Exhibit 7 (Adams and Blair, 1992). Prego’s market share increased with the airing of each (fresh) persuasive ad, achieving a net positive trend in share over the 18-month period.
Without sustained activity, market share losses are the rule
In a 2004 *Journal of Advertising Research* article, Blair and Kuse reported that airing ads with APM Facts greater than zero has an impact in the marketplace (versus not advertising or airing ads with zero-level APM facts). In fact, the study showed that not advertising (i.e., going dark) results in a loss of 0.4 share points over the next business quarter (in the average market).

CORPORATE BEHAVIOR

**Factor 4: Feedback Effect**
Feedback effect is the influence of the initial sales lift on subsequent advertising spending (for example, does advertising become “policy” as a result of its initial success?). Reacting properly to advertising’s success or failure is key to building long-term impact. Note that feedback effects can result in unproductive escalation of spending if the response effect wanes, and spending alone is considered to achieve the desired effects.

The metric for feedback effect is the evolution of budget allocations as a result of market response insights—that is, continuing successful campaigns with execution refreshment, and discontinuing or rejuvenating worn-out campaigns. The analytics used for this factor include monitoring the metrics and advertising decision modeling. The process involves a move to response-based marketing.

What is meant by a response-based marketing process? First, it requires that the brand group recognizes past allocation successes and errors and implements any resulting learning that may increase the advertising’s—and hence the brand’s—chance for success. Ultimately, response-based marketing will result in a conversion to better business practices (process management). It is important to note that organizations tend to fall back on “tradition-based marketing” when there is turnover in the marketing and/or brand team.

In the following examples, you will see the results of using feedback in decision-making. In some cases, this resulted in a best practice approach to advertising. For “best practice,” we will use the following definition: “A documented method of operating behavior that yields a higher level of performance than other operating behaviors” (ESOMAR and ARF, 2003).

**Starkist Example**
In the section on purchase reinforcement, we looked at a case study for Starkist Tuna in a Pouch. In retrospect, the brand team looked at what would have happened if they had used a traditional approach instead of the successful feedback-based approach. For each approach, return on investment was based on incremental profits achieved less the costs of the marketing activity (advertising production, media costs, advertising research costs, etc).

The traditional approach, which was calculated from test market data, shows that the advertising during Quarter A resulted in a break-even return on investment. The feedback-based approach, on the other hand, resulted in an ROI of 76 percent for the roll-out Quarter A. This was achieved by airing only ads with high APM facts.
(i.e., ARS Persuasion scores for the ads that actually aired) (Exhibit 8).

Because the wearout learning indicated that the ads had persuasive power left after roll-out Quarter A, they were aired for an additional quarter (Quarter B). When the ROI for the initial quarter was added to the unplanned second quarter, the ROI jumped to 368 percent.

Citrucel Example
Citrucel fiber supplement had observed a gradual decline in sales using a tradition process, with advertising spending at a competitive level.

In July 1993, Citrucel began using a feedback-based process that began with testing the brand’s selling propositions (using the same measurement methodology applied to the ads). Two propositions were tested: the traditional one, which emphasized “no grit,” and a new one that focused on “no gas.” The results showed the “no gas” proposition to be significantly more persuasive than the brand’s traditional selling proposition (an ARS Persuasion score of +7.8 versus +4.1). Two executions were produced based on the new “no gas” selling proposition, and they achieved scores similar to that of the selling proposition. As shown in Exhibit 9, the persuasive 15- and 30-second advertisements
began airing at the beginning of November 1993.

Share responded immediately—increasing over 70 percent from the pre-airing base period—and this was the only marketing activity for Citrucel over that time period. Based on this initial success, the brand team received funding for additional television advertising.

Exhibit 10 illustrates the outstanding results of using feedback in the first year, the second year, and beyond. Citrucel’s brand share continued to increase while price was held steady.

Note that the Citrucel success can be traced back to assessing the current advertising selling proposition, testing it against a new one, then following through with the creating, testing and airing of persuasive advertising. In short, the brand moved from a traditional to a feedback-based process.

**Prego “Better Practice” Example**

Following the initial success (shown in Exhibit 3), the Prego brand group formed a “better practice team” to monitor advertising feedback effects and to implement learning into better practices. Exhibit 11 shows continuously increasing market share, a result of implementing these practices in Years 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Campbell Soup Company’s Dick Nelson describes the success story: “What underlies this five-year-long success story? A fundamental change in the advertising strategy and research process. Prego is the only Campbell’s brand in the past five years to (test and) consistently stay with the same strong selling proposition, measure every pool out prior to airing (APM Facts), establish hurdles and stick to them, and utilize (wearout learning) to create an awareness of when to refresh creative” (Adams, 1997).

Over the five-year period, Prego saw an increase of 4.5 points in market share. Taking into account incremental profit as well as the cost of testing and producing additional ads, Prego estimated their return on advertising investment to be over 5,000 percent (Exhibit 12).

Gradually the brand group turned over and drifted away from both the feedback-based process and the strong selling proposition (Exhibit 13). Over the next five years (Year 5 through Year 9), the brand’s average APM Facts fell to +3, four points below what it had been in the previous period (Years 1 to 4). By the end of the nine-year period, share had declined to levels that were close to those before the brand adopted the “better practice” approach.
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**Duracell “Better Practice” Example**

Alkaline battery sales began to take off in the late 1980s, with Duracell and Eveready starting the race at about the same place. Duracell managed to overtake Eveready in the late 1980s and maintained the number one spot in the industry through 1996 (Exhibit 14). By 1996, Duracell’s market share had risen to 44 percent, while Eveready held only 32 percent of the market.

They each sold millions of units more every year to meet the electronics demand . . . but why did Duracell sell more? And how did they manage the brand?

Duracell tested and used the same strong brand-differentiating selling proposition (“lasts longer”) over the entire eleven-year run.

Duracell increased its share of brand preference with 31 percent more effective (brand preference building) television advertising. Eveready’s brand preference declined, with less effective advertising. Over the eleven-year period, Duracell’s APM Facts averaged +5.1 versus +3.9 for Eveready (Exhibit 15). Although the difference in advertising persuasiveness was just over a
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At the point, it was enough to make a significant difference in the success of the Duracell brand.

Again, as we observed in the Prego example, a turnover in the brand team ended Duracell’s success. “At the end of this successful 11-year run, the Duracell brand was sold to The Gillette Company. The new members of the brand and agency team did not adopt—and may not have even known of—the measurement and research practices that had supported Duracell’s success. Subsequently (sales) eroded” (Blair and Kuse, 2004).

Better Practice: OTC Example
Large Pharmaceutical Company: OTC Division, 22 Brands

OTC Division
“Better Practice” Example
In the early 1990s, the OTC division of a large pharmaceutical company formed a “Better Advertising Practice” (or BAP) Team to improve advertising effectiveness across its brands. The OTC group had experienced success with several individual brands and wanted to extend that success to the rest of its brands.

The team started by defining the process that they would use to gather and implement advertising feedback. The process started with the identification of a persuasive selling proposition (based on ARS Persuasion Measurement). Advertising wearout projections were used to plan the number of executions that would be needed as well as refreshment schedules.

An APM facts hurdle of +4.0 was set, and each subsequent ad was tested for persuasiveness before going to air. To ensure the process was working, the group monitored market response as well as competitive advertising. An “advertising persuasiveness” report went directly to the CEO, showing him the proportion of +4.0 ads going to air for each brand.

Between 1994 and 1998, OTC Divisional sales soared as the BAP team was formed and more and more brands began adopting this “better advertising” feedback-based process. By 1998, sales had reached over $1.1 billion, up about $400 million as compared to 1993 and 1994 (Exhibit 16).

As we observed in the Prego case study (Exhibit 13), turnover in personnel can be a huge detriment to maintaining a stable feedback-based process. In 1999, the company

Exhibit 16 | Sales soared during the OTC division’s BAP years
was bought by a larger one, the CEO moved up, the team and the practices were cancelled, the marketing scientists were eased out, and sales began to decline (Exhibit 17).

**Factor 5: Decision Rules**
Decision rules refer to the effect of advertising spending on the other parts of the brand’s marketing mix (for example, reductions in trade promotions to offset ad spending, or increases in sales calls or retail price to capitalize on positive consumer response to advertising). Decision rules—including both inertia in decision making and the opportunity to create synergy—shape the firm’s overall marketing strategy.

The metric for decision rules is improvement in a reinforcement variable (for example, the correlation between sales calls and advertising support, which should be positive if the two areas are synergistic). Analytics for decision rules include market-response models with interaction effects and marketing decision models.

The process? Development of cross-functional decision teams to ensure coordination when there is synergy as well as clutter avoidance when there is competition.

In our OTC example (Exhibits 16 and 17), this was accomplished by the establishment of airing hurdles (an ARS Persuasion/APM Facts level of 4.0 as the action standard across its 22 OTC brands):

- A score of 4 or higher for the “selling proposition” was required to allocate creative/production dollars
- Only ads scoring 4+ were allocated media dollars

The CEO received systematic reports showing scores for the ads being aired by brand to determine how well the decision rules (in this case airing hurdles) were being followed.

**Multi-Firm Pharmaceutical Example**
In a current study of multiple pharmaceutical firms (large companies with multiple global brands), each of the brands have their own marketing budgets.
“In theory, a multi-division firm can deploy volatile marketing tactics that do not affect portfolio volatility by strategically coordinating marketing campaigns across brands and regions.”

“In that case, we would expect marketing expenditures to be predominantly negatively correlated” (Fischer, Shin, and Hanssens, 2009).

But in practice they are not. For the three large pharmaceutical companies shown in Exhibit 18, the correlation for marketing spending across brands is predominantly zero. Although spending for individual brands may have been effective, there was no coordination across brands or divisions.

**Factor 6: Competitive Reactions**

None of a brand’s actions takes place in a vacuum. If you take your competitors seriously, you will examine their competitive reaction to your marketing actions and vice versa.

Interestingly enough, in the case of advertising and promotion, the predominant form of reaction is actually no reaction at all (Steenkamp, Nijss, Hanssens and Dekimpe, 2005). Category-enhancing reactions are also quite prevalent (i.e., competitors help each other out rather than hurt each other).

When there are competitive reactions, the intensity of these reactions determines the ultimate level of marketing rivalry in an industry.

What do you do from a data analytic and process perspective? You measure cross elasticities (that is, in addition to measuring the effectiveness of your own marketing, you measure the impact of your competitor’s marketing on yourself). The analytics are controlled experiments and competitive market-response models, both with competitive effects and reaction functions.

Assuming good measurement, an organization can develop a process and decision rules for optimal competitive behavior. It’s often fairly simple: if there is no negative cross-sales effect, don’t react. But if there is a cross-sales effect and it is negative, react (but only with marketing elements that will be effective as determined by pre-market or lead/test market experiments). Note that it is difficult to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision Rules: Multi-Firm Pharmaceutical Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenditures in levels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fischer et al (2009)
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Exhibit 18 | Correlation pattern of marketing expenditures
effectively react to a competitor who has persuasive advertising.

**Citrucel Versus Metamucil**

In the Citrucel example we examined in Exhibits 9 and 10, the brand was competing against Metamucil, which enjoyed about 25 percent of the market at the beginning of the case study (Exhibit 19). Metamucil continued losing share to Citrucel despite spending more media dollars, cutting retail price 15 percent, promoting more heavily (retailer displays and feature ads), and airing more ads.

Citrucel’s success can be traced back to their feedback-based process, the monitoring of competitive activity, and the testing for and airing of persuasive advertising.

**Prego Versus Ragu**

During Prego’s five-year success period (Exhibits 11 and 12), they were competing against category leader Ragu (Exhibit 20).

“Looking at the entire five year period, Prego’s advertising managed to overcome Ragu’s heavier spending, retailer support, and lower price. The estimated return-on-investment over the five year period shows the long-term payout of Prego’s process change of over 5,000 percent” (Adams, 1997).
Again, the brand’s enhanced performance was due to persuasive advertising and monitoring of competitive reactions.

**Duracell Versus Eveready**

Following up with the Duracell eleven-year case study, we see that—corresponding to brand preference trends—Duracell’s market share trended upward while Eveready’s declined (see Exhibits 14 and 15).

While both brands began the alkaline race at the same unit sales starting level, Duracell built the brand by continually building consumer brand preference, sales, and market share while charging a premium price. The end prize was a nearly 3-to-1 market value of the Duracell Company over Eveready (Exhibit 21).

### SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Long-term advertising impact develops as a result of six main factors. The first three—immediate effects, carry-over effects, and purchase reinforcement—are primarily a result of consumer’s response to advertising and the product. The remaining three—feedback effect, decision rules, and competitive reactions—depend on corporate behavior, specifically organizational learning and the development of better advertising and marketing practices.

#### Competitive Reactions: Duracell Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Duracell</th>
<th>Eveready</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales (units)</td>
<td>715M</td>
<td>568M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Preference</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price per unit</td>
<td>$1.02</td>
<td>$.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>$609M</td>
<td>$275M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market value*</td>
<td>$8B</td>
<td>$3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The companies were sold for approximately these prices at about a year after the end of the study.

Source: Stewart (2005)
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**Consumer Response**

Numerous industry studies have demonstrated that productive advertising produces an immediate impact on sales. It has also been demonstrated that without this short-term impact, there is no long-term impact.

The size and duration of the impact are determined primarily by the persuasiveness of the ad (the message), together with effective delivery (the media), and purchase reinforcement (the product).

Advertising’s short-term impact is double to triple over the longer term. Studies conducted by IRI in 1995 and 2007 demonstrated that on average, the advertising-to-sales impact over 3 years is double the impact of year 1, and the advertising-to-profit impact is triple the impact of year 1.
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Given competitive markets, however, advertisers can not rely on these “residual effects” to sustain advertising impact. Because reversion to the mean in net positive results is the rule, sustained activity is necessary. In competitive markets, without sustained activity, losses are the rule.

Corporate Behavior
Change in an organization’s processes and behaviors can result in over five times stronger and longer-lasting impact (Pauwels, 2004). To produce these results, the organization must use advertising consumer response metrics that are predictive of transactional and financial returns; spend on activities that create the short-term effects necessary for long-term build-up; repeat the (successful) behavior; and turn this feedback loop into better business practices (i.e., process management) for both the brand and for the company as a whole.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONER ACTION
This paper suggests several actions that an organization can take to increase the long-term impact of its advertising and other marketing activities:

- Select pre-market methods that are proven to be predictive of consumer behavior and market impact tied to financial results (ARS Persuasion/AMF facts and BASES are used as examples in this paper)
- Spend on the activities that will create the desirable short-term lifts (and necessary for the long-term build-up)
- Continually monitor consumer response and market impact
- Learn from the feedback, document the behavior, repeat the behavior, and turn into better business practice for the brand and for the enterprise
- Stick with the better practices, even through personnel changes
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